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ROLE OF THE AUDIENCE

FOCUS
To review expected audience behaviors during three types of assemblies: spirit, performance and honor/education. 

THEME
School-wide behavior norms

MATERIALS
Student handout:
Role of the Audience

PROCESS
1. Read the introduction of the handout, Role of the Audience with the students. Challenge the group to think 

of assemblies they can remember and into which category they fit.
2. Working in groups of 3-5, or as individuals, allow time for the students to complete the What is your Role? 

section of the handout.
3. Generate a discussion regarding their answers.
4. Summarize the lesson with a discussion of the questions below:

DEBRIEF

• What behaviors are not appropriate during any assembly?
• Why do different presentations have different roles for the audience?
• As an audience member, what can you do to promote the correct audience role?
• What can you do if the audience is responding inappropriately during a presentation? 
• What does it feel like when you are on stage and the audience is not acting appropriately? 
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Introduction
There are many different times when the student body is the audience for presentations — either in the gym or in 
an auditorium. There are pep assemblies where the goal is mass audience participation. There are performances 
where the objective is to entertain the audience, and there are honor/educational assemblies where the audience is 
informed about a topic. The role of the audience for these different occasions varies with what is being presented.

Each presentation has a purpose; you must determine the purpose of the presentation to determine your role as a 
member of the audience. Listed below are three categories of presentations.  

What is Your Role?
Think about appropriate audience behavior in the following assemblies. Place the words, located at the bottom 
of the page, with the type of assembly where they are most appropriate. Some behaviors might be appropriate in 
more than one setting and some might never be acceptable. What do you think? 

Spirit/Fun: increases school pride and encourages participation

Performance: spotlights artistic talent on stage or entertains

Honor/Educational: informs audience of special accomplishments or topics

Which behavior at what time?
 clapping  booing   stomping  standing ovation
 cat calls   silence   chatting   cheering
 thinking   enthusiasm  empathizing  yelling
 focusing  whistling  watching  reclining
 eating   participating  attracting attention elbowing
 responding  internalizing  snapping gum  appreciating
 texting   crying   explaining  photographing
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